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10. Cultural Heritage 

10.1. Introduction 

10.1.1 This technical chapter details an assessment undertaken by Greenlane Archaeology to determine the 
potential for the development to give rise to effects on heritage as an environmental factor. This takes the 
form of a desk-based assessment and site visit. 

Location, Geology and Topography 

10.1.2 The site is situated to the south-east of Ellel, with the main part immediately to the west of the Lancaster 
Canal and south of the branch running to Glasson Dock, and the eastern part immediately west of Junction 
33 of the M6. It is approximately 8km south of the centre of Lancaster but less than 1km south of Galgate. 
The site ranges from approximately 20m to 40m above sea level (Ordnance Survey 2011; see Figure 10.1). 
The majority of the site (the bulk of the ‘Main Site’) forms an essentially separate island of raised ground 
bounded by the Lancaster canal to the east and the Glasson Dock branch to the north, with lower-lying, 
probably former wetland to the west (Plate 10-1). To the east it also rises up towards the A6 where it 
becomes part of a larger ridge of higher ground (Plate 10-1). 

10.1.3 The underlying geology is primarily dominated by millstone grit sandstones, which form outcrops on the 
coastal areas to the west but are buried by deposits of glacially-derived till that forms a substantial drumlin 
field as it meets the coast, although this has in places been subject to later inundation (Countryside 
Commission 1998, 83). The landscape that developed on top of this is dominated by pasture for sheep and 
cattle, divided by hedgerows and post and wire fences, although large areas are heavily industrialised (op 
cit, 84), with the transport infrastructure associated with the building of the canal connecting Preston, 
Lancaster and later Kendal in the late 18th century, and later the M6 being particularly relevant to the site. 

 

Plate 10.1- Topographic plan of the site 
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Figure 10-1: Site Location 
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10.2. Policy and Legislative Context 

Relevant Policies 

10.2.1 The compilation of this heritage assessment and recommendations for any further work arising from the 
findings, accords with National, Regional and Local Planning Policies which relate to the Historic 
Environment. National planning policies relevant to heritage asset management are contained within the 
National Planning Policy Framework (Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government 2019). This 
document highlights the essential need for applicants to assess the significance of heritage assets, use 
appropriate expertise, access historic environment records and recommend strategies for the recording and 
furthering of understanding of heritage assets as part of any proposal that might result in the loss or impact 
upon a heritage asset. 

10.2.2 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF): chapter 16 of the NPPF relates to conserving and enhancing 
the historic environment. Paragraph 189 states that: ‘In determining applications, local planning authorities 
should require an applicant to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected… The level of detail 
should be proportionate to the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential 
impact of the proposal on their significance. As a minimum the relevant historic environment record should 
have been consulted and the heritage assets assessed using appropriate expertise where necessary. Where a 
site on which development is proposed includes, or has the potential to include, heritage assets with 
archaeological interest, local planning authorities should require developers to submit an appropriate desk-
based assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation’. In paragraph 190 it goes on to state: ‘Local 
planning authorities should identify and assess the particular significance of any heritage asset that may be 
affected by a proposal… taking account of the available evidence and any necessary expertise. They should 
take this assessment into account when considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid or 
minimise conflict between the heritage asset’s conservation and any aspect of the proposal’. 

10.2.3 Designated Assets: with regards designated heritage assets, paragraph 193 of the NPPF states that: ‘When 
considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great 
weight should be given to the asset’s conservation (and the more important the asset, the greater the 
weight should be). This is irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss 
or less than substantial harm to its significance’. This theme is developed further in paragraph 194: ‘Any 
harm to, or loss of, the significance of a designated heritage asset (from its alteration or destruction, or from 
development within its setting), should require clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss 
of:  

a) grade II listed buildings, or grade II registered parks or gardens, should be exceptional;  

b) assets of the highest significance, notably scheduled monuments, protected wreck sites, registered 
battlefields, grade I and II* listed buildings, grade I and II* registered parks and gardens, and World 
Heritage Sites, should be wholly exceptional’. 

10.2.4 Undesignated assets: with regards designated heritage assets, paragraph 197 states that: ‘The effect of an 
application on the significance of a non-designated heritage asset should be taken into account in 
determining the application. In weighing applications that directly or indirectly affect non-designated 
heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and 
the significance of the heritage asset’. 
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10.3. Assessment Methodology 

Desk Based Assessment 

10.3.1 The desk-based assessment was carried out in accordance with the guidelines of the Chartered Institute for 
Archaeologists (CIfA 2014a). This principally comprised an examination of early maps of the site and 
published secondary sources. A number of sources of information were used during the desk-based 
assessment:  

• Lancashire Historic Environment Record (HER): this is a list of all the known sites of archaeological 
interest within the county, which is maintained by Lancashire County Council and is the primary source 
of information for an investigation of this kind. All of the known sites of archaeological interest within 
approximately 500m of the proposed development were examined; each identified site comes with a 
grid reference, description and source and any additional information which was referenced was also 
examined as necessary. In addition, unpublished reports of archaeological investigations in the vicinity 
of the site were examined;  

• Lancashire Record Office, Preston (LRO(P)): primary sources, in particular Ordnance Survey and other 
maps, were consulted;  

• Greenlane Archaeology library: additional secondary sources were examined to provide information 
for the site background.  

10.3.2 The results of the desk-based assessment have been used to produce two separate elements. Firstly, a 
description of the baseline conditions of the study area (Section 10.4). All sites of archaeological interest 
recorded within the study area were compiled into a gazetteer (see Appendix 10-1). The gazetteer is used to 
assess the general type of historic landscape that makes up the study area, contribute to the compilation of 
the general history of the site and, more importantly, identify sites that are likely to be affected by the 
proposed development. The significance of each of these affected sites and the degree to which this is likely 
to be affected is considered in Section 5, based on the assessment methodology set out below, and from 
this recommendations for mitigation work are proposed. 

10.3.3 The second purpose of the desk-based assessment is to produce a background history of the site. This is 
intended to cover all periods, in part to provide information that can be used to assess the potential of the 
site (particularly for the presence of remains that are otherwise not recorded in the study area), but more 
importantly to present the documented details of any sites that are known in their local and regional 
context. 

Site Visit 

10.3.4 A brief site visit was carried out on 6th October 2017, primarily with the intention of identifying any areas of 
constraint to further archaeological work but also to inform the evidence revealed during the desk-based 
assessment, especially the Lidar data. In addition, the presence of any features, finds, or deposits of 
possible archaeological interest were noted. Digital photographs of areas of interest were also taken, 
primarily for use as illustrations in this report. 

Significance Criteria 

10.3.5 The significance of heritage assets is defined primarily in terms of its wider historical of archaeological 
interest, but this can also be affected by associations with a particular architect, historic figure or other 
specific aspect of the site. Some heritage assets have an intrinsic significance defined by an existing 
designation, but in the majority of cases they are undesignated, especially where there is limited 
information known about them. All can be described as having high, medium or low significance, based on 
guidance produced by Historic England (2020a) and as set out below: 
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Table 10-1: Significance criteria 

Level of Significance Criteria 

High Sites of international importance: World Heritage Sites, Scheduled 
Monuments; Grade I and Grade II* Listed Buildings, Grade I and II* 
registered historic parks and gardens, Registered battlefields  

Medium Grade II Listed Buildings, Grade II registered historic parks and gardens, 
Conservation Areas  

Low Non-designated heritage assets, locally listed buildings  

10.3.6 After the heritage assets within the study area have been identified and their significance assessed an 
assessment of the likely degree of impact of the proposed development can be made. In the case of 
archaeological remains these are most likely to occur during the construction phase and be relatively 
permanent, but less substantial impacts, such as to the setting of assets, and those arising during the 
operational phase of the site also need to be taken into consideration. The degree of impact can be 
described as high, medium, low, or very low, based on guidance (defined as ‘harm’ to heritage assets and 
the concurrent understanding of them) in the National Planning Policy Framework (Ministry of Housing 
Communities & Local Government 2019, sections 193-196) as set out below. 

Table 10-2: Degree of impact criteria 

Degree of Impact Description  

High Substantial harm to the significance of the heritage asset such as total 
destruction, removal from its original location, and/or considerable change to its 
setting seriously impeding its understanding 

Medium Less substantial harm to the significance of the heritage asset such as loss or 
damage to fabric or its setting affecting its understanding  

Low Minor harm to the significance of the heritage asset such as minor damage to 
fabric of changes in setting impeding but not preventing its understanding 

Very Low Minimal harm to the significance of the heritage asset, primarily through changes 
in the setting that do not prevent its understanding  

10.3.7 Once the significance of the heritage assets identified within the study area and the likely degree of impact 
on them by the proposed development has been established an assessment can then be made of the over 
all level of impact on all affected heritage assets, both before and after mitigation measures have been put 
in place. This is defined as either major, moderate, minor, or negligible, again based on the definitions of 
levels of ‘harm’ outlined in the NPPF. 

Assumptions and limitations 

10.3.8 The data utilised in this assessment is derived from a number of third-party sources, as detailed in Section 
10.3.1 above. It is assumed that this data is accurate, although the likelihood of there being some 
inaccuracies due to the original sources (for example, early maps and antiquarian documents) is a 
substantial limitation to its reliability and needs to be taken into consideration. The data provided by these 
sources also cannot accurately identify remains that are currently not known and it is only possible to 
provide an assessment of this based on the known occurrence of remains in the wider area. 

10.3.9 While an assessment of the potential development area has been included in this report it is not included in 
the current proposals but is intended to form a subsequent application at a later date. For the purposes of 
this report this area has been assessed in the same way as the rest of the site. 
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Archive 

10.3.10 A comprehensive archive of the project has been produced in accordance with the project design, and 
current CIfA guidelines (CIfA 2014b). The paper and digital archive and a copy of this report will be 
deposited in the Lancashire Record Office in Preston at a suitable time on completion of the project. A copy 
of this report will be provided for the client, a copy will be retained by Greenlane Archaeology. In addition, 
at a suitable time a digital copy will be provided to the Lancashire Historic Environment Record, and a 
record of the project will be made on the OASIS scheme. 

10.4. Baseline Conditions 

Recorded Heritage Assets 

10.4.1 A total of 58 sites of archaeological interest are recorded on the Historic Environment Record (HER) within 
the study area, of which 45 comprise non-designated ‘archaeological’ remains (Figure 10-2; summarised in 
Table 10-3 below and presented in detail Appendix 10-1). These sites possibly range in date from Neolithic 
to post-medieval in date, although the vast majority fall within the post-medieval period. Find spots are 
often not accurately located, so their significance to the study area is uncertain (e.g. Sites 14 and 25), nor is 
the line of the Roman road (Site 01) accurately located within the study area as its route is projected based 
on the available information and is one of a range of alternatives. The date of the two sites revealed as crop 
marks (Sites 16 and 58) is unknown, while the majority of earthworks that have been identified (Sites 04, 
06-08, 11, 15, 20, 24, 26-27, 34-35, 39, and 41) are considered to be post-medieval, although this is based 
on very limited information and some may have earlier origins (e.g. Sites 31 and 50). Sites included in the 
gazetteer that relate to specific periods of the study area’s history are individually mentioned in the site 
history (see Appendix 10-1). A further seven sites were revealed during the desk-based assessment and site 
visit (summarised inTable 10-3 below), the majority of which comprise earthworks revealed in the Lidar 
data and subsequently examined on site (Sites 59-63), with the other sites identified during the site visit 
(Sites 64-65). 

Table 10.3: Summary of sites of archaeological interest within the study area revealed during the desk-based assessment and site 
visit 

Site No. Type Period Site No. Type Period 

01 Road Roman 31 Earthwork (field 
system) / grange? 

Medieval/post-
medieval 

02 Canal (Lancaster 
Canal) 

Post-medieval 32 Keeper’s Lodge 
(former site of) 

Post-medieval 

03 Quarry Post-medieval 33 Milestone Post-medieval 

04 Earthwork (drainage 
ditch) 

Unknown 34 Earthwork (culvert) Post-medieval 

06 Earthwork (drainage 
ditch) 

Post-medieval 35 Earthwork (trackway) Post-medieval 

07 Earthwork (linear 
bank and ridge and 
furrow) 

Post-medieval 36 Gate lodge (former 
site of) 

Post-medieval 

08 Earthwork (field 
boundary) 

Post-medieval 37 Cropmark (no further 
information) 

Unknown 

11 Earthwork 
(trackway/hollow 
way) 

Unknown 38 Grange/home farm Medieval/post-
medieval 
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12 Milestone Post-medieval 39 Earthwork (ridge and 
furrow) 

Post-medieval 

13 Tank trap Post-medieval 41 Earthwork (field 
boundary and 
sheepfold) 

Post-medieval 

14 Find spot (night latch 
key) 

Post-medieval 44 Well Post-medieval 

15 Earthwork (field 
boundary and 
lynchet) 

Post-medieval 45 Hall Post-medieval 

16 Crop mark (field 
system) 

Unknown 46 Park Post-medieval 

20 Earthwork (field 
boundary, hollow 
way) 

Post-medieval 47 Inn Post-medieval 

21 Gun emplacement 
(pillbox) 

Post-medieval 50 Earthwork 
(settlement?  
moated site?  
field boundary)  

Prehistoric?  
Medieval?  
Post-medieval  

23 Canal (Lancaster 
Canal: Glasson 
Branch) 

Post-medieval 51 Railway Post-medieval 

24 Earthwork (lynchet) Post-medieval 52 Barn Post-medieval 

25 Find spot (flint flake) Neolithic – 
Bronze Age 

53 Farmstead Post-medieval 

26 Earthwork (field 
system) 

Post-medieval 54 Limekiln Post-medieval 

27 Earthwork 
(trackways) 

Post-medieval 55 Well Post-medieval 

28 Limekiln / coke kiln / 
well 

Post-medieval 56 Barn? Post-medieval 

29 Quarry Post-medieval 58 Crop mark (field 
boundaries) 

Unknown 

30 Settlement Post-medieval    

 

Table 10.4: Summary of sites of archaeological interest within study area revealed during the desk based assessment and site visit 

Site 
No. 

Type Period Site No. Type Period 

59 Earthwork (ridge and 
furrow) 

Post-medieval  63 Earthwork (lynchet) Unknown 

60 Quarry Post-medieval 64 Memorial  Post-medieval 

61 Earthwork (lynchets) Unknown 65 Earthwork (mound) Unknown  
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62 Earthworks (field 
system) 

Unknown 

10.4.2 Table 10.5 includes 14 Listed Buildings located within the study area. These mostly relate to elements of the 
Lancaster Canal but also a number of individual dwellings of different sizes, as outlined in Table 10.5 

Table 10.5: Listed buildings within study area 

Site No. List Entry No. Name Grade 

05 1164255 Lane House II 

09 1251452 Lancaster Canal Junction Bridge II 

10 1071758 Top Lock II 

17 1362483 Double Bridge (No. 85) II 

18 1262781 Lancaster Canal Second Lock II 

19 1071757 Second Lock Bridge II 

22 1362527 Third Lock II 

38 1452109 Ellel Grange home farm II 

40 1071800 Redwards II 

42 1317896 Ellel Grange II 

43 1317881 Ellel Grange Bridge (No. 84) II 

48 1317926 Kings Lee Chapel II* 

49 1071799 Preston Family Mausoleum, Church St. Mary II 

57 1071761 Hang Yeat II 

Map and Image Regression 

10.4.3 Introduction: although there are early, typically county-wide, maps that include the area, they are generally 
very small scale. Ellel Grange and Crag Hall, which is to the south of the proposed development area, seem 
to be shown on Yates’s (1786) Map of Lancashire (Error! Reference source not found.) and both are clearly 
marked on Hennet’s (1830) map of the county (Error! Reference source not found.), but scant further detail 
is shown. The first useful maps of the area do not appear until the early 19th century. 

    

Plate 10-2 (Left): Extract from Yate’s map of 1786 

Plate 10-3 (Right): Extract from Hennet’s map of 1830 
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10.4.4 Tithe map, 1839: this map was produced as part of the process of enclosure of land (Plate 10-4); under 
various local Acts the awards made in connexion with the establishment of corn rents in certain 
ecclesiastical parishes were to be deposited with the Clerk of the Peace. The tithe map for Ellel parish (LRO 
PR2690 1845) has been misplaced and an alternative for the parish held at the Record Office was 
considered too fragile for public access. The tithe map and award consulted here relate to the township of 
Cockerham (LRO AT/1 1839). The parts coloured yellow are ‘ancient inclosed [sic] lands’ and the ‘lands 
coloured blue are free from all vicarial tithes by payment of modus’. The proposed development comprises 
several fields and elements of the Ellel Grange estate. Various parts of the tithe map are grouped by 
number and details provided for each part are recorded in the schedule (LRO AT/1 1839; summarised in 
Table 10-6). Most of the north end of the area, including part of the Ellel Grange Estate, was owned by 
Joshua Lodge and occupied by James Sanders. Much of the area to the south, also including part of the Ellel 
Grange Estate and possibly elements relating to Cragg Hall, was owned by Richard Atkinson and occupied 
by Bennet Smith. A small area to the north side of the area (coloured yellow) belonged to the Lancaster 
Canal Company, although this probably in fact falls outside of the proposed development area. 

 

Plate 10-4: Extract from the tithe map of 1839 (LRO AT/1 1839) 
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Table 10.6: Details extracted from the tithe schedule for the township of Ellel, 1839 (LRO AT/1 1839) 

No. Description Owner Occupier Further details 

1a Part of the said estate or farm 
called Ellel Grange, consisting 
of a Mansion house sundry 
outbuildings orchards gardens 
and divers closes or parcels of 
land 

Richard Atkinson 
Esquire 

Richard 
Atkinson 
Esquire 

Wholly exempt 
from the payment 
of vicarial tithes 
and dues 
whatsoever on 
payment of a 
modus of three 
shillings 

1a Two closes or parcels of land Richard Atkinson 
Esquire 

Richard 
Atkinson 
Esquire 

Subject to vicarial 
tithes and dues 

1 Other part of the said Estate or 
farm called Ellel Grange 

Richard Atkinson 
Esquire 

Bennet Smith Wholly exempt and 
free from the 
payment of all 
vicarial tithes and 
dues whatsoever 
on payment of the 
sum of six shillings 
and four pence per 
annum 

1 An estate or farm called Cragg 
Hall consisting of a dwelling 
house sundry outbuildings 
orchard garden and several 
closes or parcels of land 

Richard Atkinson 
Esquire 

Bennet Smith Subject to vicarial 
tithes and dues 

1b Two Closes or parcels of land 
(being the remaining part of 
the said messuage tenement 
estate or farm called Ellel 
Grange firstly hereinbefore 
mentioned) 

Richard Atkinson 
Esquire 

Joseph Jill The part coloured 
blue being wholly 
exempt and free 
from the payment 
of all vicarial tithes 
and dues 
whatsoever on 
payment of the 
sum of 2 shillings 
and 8 pence per 
annum 

42 An estate or farm being part of 
Ellel Grange Estate consisting of 
a dwelling house sundry 
outbuildings orchard garden 
and divers closes or parcels of 
land  

Joshua Lodge 
Esquire 

James Sanders Exempt on 
payment of a 
modus of 9s and 
6d. in lieu of all 
vicarial tithes and 
dues 

42 Four closes of land Joshua Lodge 
Esquire 

James Sanders the like 

101 Several closes or parcels of land 
and the Lancaster Canal and 
Canal Banks 

The Lancaster 
Canal Company 

The Lancaster 
Canal Company 
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10.4.5 Ordnance Survey 1848: this is the earliest available detailed plan of the site (Plate 10-5). The proposed 
development area occupies most of the Ellel Grange estate, including Ellel Grange Farm, and land 
associated with Crag Hall. Several of the HER sites within the proposed development area are recorded on 
this map, including the mile stone (Site 13), canal bridges (e.g. Site 10, Site 18, Site 20, and Site 44), limekiln 
(Site 29), and quarry (Site 30). Two wells are also marked inside the area, which are not recorded on the 
HER. 

 

Plate 10-5: Extract from Ordnance Survey map of 1848 

10.4.6 Ordnance Survey 1891: the proposed development area is largely unchanged from 1848 (Error! Reference 
source not found.; cf. Error! Reference source not found.). Certainly, the majority of the field boundaries 
are unchanged, however, some of the field boundaries to the south-west of Ellel Grange Farm are no longer 
shown and a large house has been built to the south of the farmstead called ‘Ellel Grange’, although this 
falls just outside to the area to the south. This seems to have resulted in some considerable rebuilding on 
the old site known as ‘Ellel Grange’, which is now shown with a considerably different arrangement of 
buildings and a large walled garden. A ‘Keeper’s Lodge’ (Site 32 is also shown to the north-east of these 
buildings, which was not present on the earlier map. 
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Plate 10-6: Extract from the Ordnance Survey map of 1891 

10.4.7 District Valuation, 1910: the 1891 edition of the Ordnance Survey mapping was used for the 1910 Rating 
Valuation by Commissioners of Inland Revenue (LRO DVLA 1/6/5 1910). This is marked with assessment 
numbers (Error! Reference source not found.), some of the details of which are recorded in Table 10-7. The 
proposed development area occupies parts of assessment numbers 471, 472, and 578. These cover Cragg 
Hall (471) and the Ellel Grange estate (472), including areas of woodland (578), all of which were owned by 
‘Mrs Sandeman’ or held in trust by trustees of Mrs M H Sandeman (LRO DVLA 1/6/5 1910). Elements 
relating to the canal and locks (nos. 355 and 555) pass along the north edge of the site and between the 
two main areas, and St. Mary’s Church, although it lies within the Ellel Grange Estate, has a separate 
number (no. 579; just outside the proposed development area to the south). 
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Plate 10-7: Extract from the map used for the Rating Valuation of 1910 (LRO DVLA 1/6/5 1910 

Table 10-7: Details extracted from the Rating Valuation of 1910 (LRO DVLA 1/6/5 1910) 

No. Occupier Owner Description Name 

471 Thomas 
Kitchen 

Mrs. Sandeman House 
Land 

Cragg Hall 

472 H. C. 
Preston 

Mrs. Sandeman House &c 
Land 
Buildings 

Ellel Grange 

578 I. Lund Trustees Mrs M H Sandeman, 
Ellel Grange, Lancaster 

Woodlands 
Ellel Grange Estate 

 

10.4.8 Ordnance Survey 1912: very little has changed between this edition and the 1891 edition of the Ordnance 
Survey mapping, although a quarry is very clearly depicted immediately north-east of Ellel Grange, which 
was previously shown as an area of woodland (Plate 27; Plate 25; Site 60). 
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Plate 10-8: Extract from the Ordnance Survey map of 1912 

Lidar 

10.4.9 Lidar data is available for most of the proposed development area (there is no data available for areas 
appearing in dark blue; Plate 28). This shows a number of earthworks of interest (Plate 29), notably linear 
features (corresponding with Sites 11, 15 and 24), a large area of amorphous earthworks (probably 
corresponding to Site 26, although not quite in the correct location), an area of ridge and furrow to the 
north-east of this with an associated platform and ditched field boundary (corresponding to Sites 31 and 
32), and an area of quarrying and associated structures (corresponding to Site 27 and 29) to the east. A 
linear feature running approximately north-east/south-west cuts through these larger areas and probably 
corresponds to the NW Ethylene Pipeline constructed between 1988 and 1993 (LUAU 1993a; 1993b; Shell 
Chemicals UK Ltd 1993; Lambert 1996). None of the readily available publications covering the 
archaeological work on this show the route in any detail, but the fact that the point at which this crossed a 
trackway (Site 35) corresponds with the feature shown on the Lidar suggests that this is the correct route. 
Another quarry, not previously recorded, north-east of Ellel Grange corresponding to that most clearly 
shown on the Ordnance Survey map of 1912 is also shown Plate 27; Site 60). In addition another area of 
ridge and furrow is also evident (Site 59), as well as further linear features in the areas adjoining Home 
Farm and Ellel Grange (Sites 61 and 63), plus an area containing a number of linear earthworks and ridge 
and furrow (Site 62). 
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Plate 10-9: Lidar image of the site (houseprices.io 2017) 

   

Plate 10-10: Features of possible archaeological interest identified from the Lidar image (Houseprices.io 2017) 
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Aerial Photographs 

10.4.10 A number of aerial photographs have been taken covering the site from which several of the sites already 
recorded in the HER were identified (Olivier nd; c1979; 1979; 1987). Copies of all of the relevant ones held 
by the HER were examined but no additional features of interest or additional information were revealed. 

Previous Archaeological Work 

10.4.11 Several previous pieces of archaeological work have been carried out within the study area (Figure 11.3), all 
of which are outlined below:  

• 1988-1993 North-West Ethylene Pipeline: part of the proposed development site is crossed by the 
route of the North-West Ethylene Pipeline, which was constructed between 1988 and 1993 and 
subject to a range of archaeological mitigation work over its length (LUAU 1993a; 1993b; Shell 
Chemicals UK Ltd 1993; Lambert 1996). Within the study area earthworks near Home Farm (Site 
31) were recorded in aerial photographs but not directly affected while a trackway was observed 
during a watching brief (Site 35);  

• 2001: a building recording was carried out of a barn at Cragg Hall Farm prior to conversion. The 
barn was originally of four bays with a double storey at each end, while the north-west ground 
floor was sub-divided (John Moore and Partners 2001; see Site 52);  

• 2003: a desk-based assessment, walk-over survey and built heritage appraisal was carried out prior 
to a proposed western route for the Heysham to M6 link road bypassing Lancaster (OA North 
2003). This revealed 203 sites of archaeological interest although none were affected as this route 
was ultimately not used.  
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Figure 10-2: Previous Archaeological Work 
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Site Visit 

10.4.12 Site Arrangement and Character: towards the centre of the proposed development area the ground rises 
to an area of higher ground surrounded to the east and west by lower, wetter ground, particularly to the 
east against the Lancaster Canal (Plate 10-11), while to the north it drops down to meet the Glasson branch 
of the canal. However, the section to the east of the Lancaster Canal extending to the A6 rises up again. 
There are two main areas of woodland, a relatively late area of what is probably plantation (Flat Wood), 
and a more mixed area of mainly deciduous woodland but with some parkland species such as 
rhododendron to the west of Home Farm. Smaller areas of mixed woodland are also present east of the 
Lancaster Canal, but these seem to be largely the result of growth inside former quarries. Otherwise the 
whole area comprises improved pasture and rougher grazing (Plate 10-12). Some outcropping bedrock is 
present in the north corner (Error! Reference source not found.).  

   

Plate 10-11 (Left): Wetland area adjacent to the Lancaster Canal, viewed from the north 

Plate 10-12 (Right): typical view of the landscape showing mixture of improved grazing and small areas of woodland, viewed from 
the west 

 

Plate 10-13: Outcropping bedrock in the north corner, viewed from the south west 
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10.4.13 Constraints: few major constraints to any further archaeological work were encountered, although the 
wetland nature of some areas would make these difficult to investigate and there was a large amount of 
surface water in some areas (although there had been heavy rain on several days prior to the site visit). 
Markers at the edges of the field to the north-west of Home Farm show what is presumably the line of the 
North-West Ethylene Pipeline; these match the location indicated by the Lidar data (Plate 10-14). 

 

Plate 10-14: Marker, presumed to be for the north-west Ethylene Pipeline, viewed from the west 

10.4.14 Archaeological features: the site visit was also used as an opportunity to examine archaeological features 
already recorded in the HER and Lidar in order to see what, if any, earthwork remains were visible on the 
surface, as well as assess their extent, survival, and potential. This resulted in additional information being 
added to the gazetteer (see Appendix 10-1) for several sites (Sites 11, 15, 24, 26-27, 35, and 61-63). In 
addition, two further sites of archaeological interest were also identified and these have been added to the 
gazetteer (Sites 64-65). 

Site History 

Introduction 

10.4.15 In order to place the proposed development site in its historical background and archaeological context a 
brief discussion of the earlier history of its environs is necessary. Information relating to specific sites 
recorded during the desk-based assessment (see Section 3 above) is included where relevant.  
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Prehistoric Period (c11,000 BC – 1st Century AD) 

While there is limited evidence for human activity in the county in the period immediately following the last 
Ice Age, this is typically found in the southernmost part on the north side of Morecambe Bay. Excavation of 
a small number of cave sites have found the remains of animal species common at the time but now extinct 
in this country and artefacts of Late Upper Palaeolithic type (Young 2002). The earliest evidence of human 
occupation in the area was found in Kirkhead Cave, which has late Upper Palaeolithic (c11,000-8,000 BC) 
remains (Salisbury 1992, 3). Palaeolithic blades have also been found at Lindale Low Cave to the north-east 
of Kirkhead (ibid; Salisbury 1988) and human and animal bones were also recovered from Kents Bank Cave, 
of which one of the human bones was more recently dated to the end of the Late Upper Palaeolithic or 
beginning of the Mesolithic period (Smith et al 2013).  

10.4.16 Evidence for activity in the Mesolithic period in the immediate vicinity of the study area is relatively limited, 
and the available published discussions regarding this in Lancashire tend to emphasise the larger 
concentrations of discoveries associated with wetland and upland areas and the coast and river valleys 
(Barrowclough 2008, 48-65; Middleton et al 1995, 202), which is a general pattern in the wider region 
(Hodgson and Brennand 2006, 26). Discoveries closer to the site have been made, most recently during 
excavations at Dalton Square on the east side of Lancaster, which revealed a number of microliths of this 
period (Bates et al 2011). A smaller number of flint artefacts of this date was also recorded at Galgate 
(Turner 1978), less than 1km to the north of the study area, and finds of this period are encountered across 
the wider Morecambe Bay area (Elsworth 1998). 

10.4.17 In the following period, the Neolithic (c4,000 – 2,500 BC), large scale monuments such as burial mounds and 
stone circles begin to appear nationally, although this was seemingly quite a gradual process in the North 
West (Barrowclough 2008, 74-75), while one of the most recognisable tool types of this period, the polished 
stone axe, is found in large numbers across the wider region, having been manufactured at Langdale in the 
central Lake District (Hodgson and Brennand 2006, 45). Evidence is generally fairly sparse for activity in this 
period in North Lancashire, with stray finds, albeit sometimes in quite large numbers, being the norm 
(Barrowclough 2008, 78-84), although Neolithic pottery was discovered in situ in the centre of Lancaster on 
Church Street (White 2003, 26). Within the study area there is a single flint artefact considered to be of 
Neolithic or Bronze Age date recorded (Site 25).  

10.4.18 During the Bronze Age (c2,500 – 600 BC) monuments, particularly those thought to be ceremonial in nature, 
become more common still and many of the recorded finds reflect this. Burial remains, typically in the form 
of cremations in urns, are found across the region, and there is a particular concentration in Lancaster 
(Barrowclough 2008, 98-99; Iles 2009). Other finds such as Bronze tools and weapons are also present in 
the region, but often as stray finds discovered accidentally in the 19th and early 20th century, often in 
wetland locations, or more recently through the use of metal detectors, with several regional groups 
defined (op cit, 150-176). By contrast settlements from this period are still very rare, although it is likely 
that many continued in use into the Iron Age, but few have been studied in enough detail to ascertain this 
with any certainty. A possible enclosure identified in aerial photographs might be late prehistoric (Site 50) 
but it has seen no additional investigation.  
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10.4.19 Sites and remains thought to belong to the Iron Age (c600 BC – 1st century AD) are very rare. Settlements 
thought to be of this period are often recorded as crop marks revealed in aerial photographs but they are 
typically undated and little understood, although there is also likely to have been a considerable overlap 
between the end of the Iron Age and the beginning of the Romano-British period and it is evident that in 
this part of the country, initially at least, the Roman invasion had a minimal impact on the native population 
in rural areas (Philpott 2006, 73-74). Again Site 50 perhaps fall within this period but it is entirely undated. 
One of the classic ‘type sites’ of the Iron Age, the hillfort, is relatively well represented in the wider area, 
although these too are complex structures that were probably used over a considerable period of time 
(Elsworth 2014). There are several undated enclosures and earthworks in the local area, some of which may 
date from this period, including a substantial earthwork enclosure on Burrow Heights, which may in fact be 
a hillfort (Ratledge 2017), and a large enclosure with internal hut circles, which was Iron Age in form but 
dated well into the Roman period, which was excavate immediately south of Lancaster University at Barker 
House Farm (Philpott 2006, 74). 

Romano-British to Early Medieval Period (1st Century AD – 11th Century AD) 

10.4.20 During the Roman period proper a fort was established in Lancaster in the AD 70s, soon after the conquest 
of the area, on the hill later occupied by the medieval castle (Shotter and White 1990, 18). It acquired a 
civilian settlement, the vicus, by at least the 2nd century (op cit, 32), which extended outwards from the 
east side of the fort. Burials have been found in a number of areas, but the main site seems to have been on 
the south side of Lancaster, off what is now Penny Street (Iles 2009). Outside of Lancaster itself the 
settlement pattern is less well understood but, as already discussed, many rural sites probably continued to 
be used and were seemingly well connected to the new Roman way of life; somewhere near Burrow 
Heights a substantial Roman mausoleum was constructed (Edwards 2009). More significantly for the study 
area during this period was its proximity to the main Roman road running north from Walton-le-Dale 
approximately along the route of the current A6 (Shotter and White 1990, 49), although a number of 
alternative routes are proposed (including Site 01), although recent analysis of Lidar data suggests it was 
actually further east (Ratledge 2017).  

10.4.21 Evidence for activity in the early medieval period is generally quite limited. In Lancaster it is primarily found 
in a few objects such as pieces of carved stone cross and coin finds, which demonstrate that there was 
probably an early monastic establishment on Castle Hill from perhaps the 7th century (Edwards 1988). 
Recent work nearby has demonstrated the potential for waterlogged early medieval remains of perhaps the 
10th century on the edge of the former line of the River Lune (Elsworth and Mace 2017). In the area around 
the site itself there is considerably less evidence for this period, although evidence for possible continuity 
from the preceding period was found during the excavation of a Romano-British settlement at Barker House 
Farm near Lancaster University, where a hearth radio-carbon dated to the 8th to 10th century was also 
revealed, suggesting a lengthy period of use or re-use (OA North 2004; Anon 2007). However, place-name 
evidence demonstrates that the area was settled and that a number of different groups influenced the 
development of the landscape; Ellel is thought to derive from the Old English name Ella and halh meaning a 
low-lying meadow, while Galgate is thought to be a reference to the droving of cattle to Galloway (Ekwall 
1922, 170). However, it is conceivable it might refer to the Gaelic word Gallgoidil meaning foreigners, which 
was used in the 10th century to distinguish between different groups of Vikings, and which is what 
originally gave Galloway its name (see Griffith 2010, 40). The second element of Galgate does derive from 
the Norse word gata meaning road, perhaps lending some credence to the suggestion. There are no known 
sites of early medieval date within the study area. 
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Medieval Period (11th Century AD – 16th Century AD) 

10.4.22 It is clear from the map evidence (see Section 3.3) that by at least the 19th Century much of the site 
comprised part of an unknown estate known as Ellel Grange, presumably corresponding approximately with 
the early property of Cockersand Abbey. After the Dissolution the estate passed to a Thomas Holt (Farrer 
and Brownbill 1914, 99), and by the 17th Century it was held by the Preston family (Farrer and Brownbill 
1914, 100). It was purchased in 1823 (LRO AT/1 1839). How long he held it for is not clear as a set of sales 
particulars exist from 1844 (LRO DDHH/1/148 1844). These are of interest as they show that the estate 
included Cragg Hall and another property named ‘Banton House’ and describe Ellel Grange as including ‘a 
picturesque Gatekeeper’s Lodge at the entrance… Entrance Hall; Dining, Drawing, and Billiard Room; Library 
and spacious and commodious Kitchens and Servants’ Offices, Steward’s and Housekeeper’s Rooms; Coach-
houses, Stabling, Barns, Shippons, Gardens, Hot-house, Green-house, &c. &c.’ and there is a more detailed 
description of each with dimensions as well as listing the upper floor rooms (ibid). The particulars also lists 
the fields, although no plan was present so it is not possible to identify where they are. Of interest amongst 
them is Plot 11 ‘Smithy, Croft, and Plantation’ and Plot 20 ‘Well Gordale Quarries’. Cragg Hall (Site 54) is 
described as a farmhouse with barns, stables, shippons and a garden and amongst the associated land is 
Plot 30 ‘Wood Cragg Hill and Brick Yard’, but again it is not known where this is as there is no map (ibid).   

10.4.23 Whatever the result of this sale Ellel Grange was acquired in 1856 by Alderman William Preston of 
Liverpool, a ‘spirit rectifier’ (Farrer and Brownbill 1914, 100). It was during his ownership that a new 
mansion named Ellel Grange was constructed to the east of the original site (Site 42), the original site of 
that name being renamed Home Farm (see Site 38). This new mansion is thought to have been designed by 
William Weightman and constructed 1857-1859 (Historic England 2017b). The building passed through 
marriage to the Sandeman family in 1907 (Susie Charles pers comm., as confirmed by the rating valuation of 
LRO DVLA/1/6/5 1910) and the main part of the house is now used as a religious and educational retreat 
(Ellel Ministries UK and Ireland 2017).  

10.4.24 The study area is also dominated by another substantial feature of the post-medieval period, the Lancaster 
Canal (Site 02). The route was surveyed in 1772 and after an initial act of parliament in 1791 it was 
constructed over a lengthy period, with numerous further acts connected with proposed changes of route 
with the ultimate intension of connecting Kendal to Preston. A further branch to the west leading to 
Glasson Dock (Site 23) was constructed in 1826 in order to better connect with sea-going vessels. A number 
of elements relating to these two sections of canal are recorded within the study area comprising bridges 
(Sites 09, 17, 19, and 43), locks (Sites 10, 18, and 22), and milestones (Sites 12 and 33). 

10.4.25 Several further sites of post-medieval date are recorded within the study area on the HER, comprising 
elements associated with former field systems and the wider landscape (Sites 06-08, 15, 20, 24, 26-27, 34-
35, 39, 41, 44, 46, 55 and probably Sites 04, 11, 16 and 31), domestic buildings (either still standing or not) 
(Sites 05, 30, 32, 36, 40, 42, 45, 47-49, 52-53 and 56-57), industrial structures and features (Sites 03, 28-29 
and 54), military defences (Sites 13 and 21), and infrastructure (Site 51). All of these demonstrate that while 
the area was primarily agricultural in nature it has for a considerable period been a major transport route 
and affected by industrialisation on a local scale. The single stray find of this period (a night latch key Site 
14) is somewhat anomalous as there must be more objects of this period that have not been reported. 
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10.5. Assessment of Significance 

10.5.1 The discussion of the results of the desk-based assessment is in part intended to determine the 
archaeological significance and potential of any known remains (above or below ground) and the potential 
for any as yet unidentified remains being present. Of the 65 sites of archaeological interest identified within 
the study area, 25 (see Error! Reference source not found. and Table 10-9) are within the proposed 
development area, although many others are close to its boundaries, particularly those associated with the 
two sections of canal. However, the exact location of the route of the Roman road (Site 01) is highly 
uncertain and based on a projected line resulting from investigations in other areas. As outlined in the 
methodology, the general level of significance for all of the sites of archaeological interest is ‘low’, as all are 
non-designated, while the built heritage site is a Grade II Listed Building and so of ‘medium’. In addition, a 
more specific system has been used to judge the relative significance of the archaeological remains 
identified within the proposed development area, or those thought to have the potential to be present 
within the development area, based on the criteria used to define Scheduled Monuments (DCMS 2013). 
Impact 

Construction Phase 

Archaeology 

10.5.2 The archaeological sites present within the proposed development area, and so likely to be directly affected 
by any associated groundworks during the construction phase, vary widely in character and date, and are 
summarised in Table 10-8 below.   

10.5.3 The level of relative significance of the features within the proposed development area is categorised, 
according to each criterion, as high, medium, or low, and an average of this has been used to produce an 
overall level of relative significance for each site (see Table 10-8 below: H=high, M=medium, L=low). As can 
be seen in Table 10-8, the majority of these features are considered to be of low or low to medium relative 
significance, the exception being the site of a medieval grange (Site 38), which is considered to be of high 
relative significance in part because of its archaeological potential but also due to the listed status of the 
current buildings. In addition, some of the larger field systems are of medium to low relative significance 
(Sites 26, 31 and 62), largely due to their larger area of surviving remains and subsequent group value. 

Table10-8: Relative significance by site of archaeological remains within the proposed development area 
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01 Roman road M M L M L L L M L/M 

02 Canal M M H H H L M L L/M 

11 Earthwork (trackway) - L L M M H L M L/M 

15 Earthwork (field boundary) L L L M M H L L L/M 

20 Earthwork (boundary/trackway) L L L M M H L L L/M 

24 Earthwork (lynchet) L L L M M H L L L/M 
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26 Earthwork (field system) L L M M M H M M M/L 

27 Earthwork (trackway)  L L L M M H L L L/M 

28 Lime kiln/coke kiln L L L L L M L L L 

29 Quarry L L L L L L L L L 

31 Earthwork (field system) L L L M M H M M M/L 

32 Keeper’s lodge L L L M L L L L L 

33 Milestone L L L M H H L L L/M 

35 Earthwork (trackway) L L L L M H L L L/M 

36 Gate lodge  L L L M L L L L L 

38 Grange H M M H H M H H H 

59 Earthwork (ridge and furrow) L L L L M H L L L/M 

60 Quarry L L L L L L L L L 

61 Earthworks (lynchets) - L L M M H L L L/M 

62 Earthworks (field system) - M L H M H M M M/L 

63 Earthwork (lynchet) - L L L M H L L L/M 

64 Memorial L M L L H H L L L/M 

65 Earthwork (mound) - L L L H H L M L/M 

10.5.4 In consideration of Table 10-8 the relative significance of the potential line of the Roman road is relatively 
low because, despite the general importance of such remains to the period, the exact route is unknown and 
there is no specific evidence that it passed through the proposed development area on the line shown in 
Error! Reference source not found.; this is an extrapolation based on evidence elsewhere. In addition, the 
earthworks are all considered to be either post-medieval or are of unknown date, and where the latter an 
assessment of their relative significance based on ‘Period’ has been omitted from Table 10-8 although this 
has little effect on their over all relative significance. Where these cover larger areas, particularly forming 
larger field systems, they are generally considered to have a higher potential. 

Built heritage 

10.5.5 Only a single site of specifically built heritage is present within the proposed development area and so likely 
to be directly affected during the construction phase (see Error! Reference source not found.). This is a 
Grade II Listed Building and so is automatically of medium significance according to the criteria set out in 
Section 10.3.5. In addition, a further 11 built heritage sites are within close proximity to the proposed 
development boundary and so likely to see some impact on their setting and therefore their significance 
(see Table 10-10) These are all Grade II Listed and so of medium significance, with the exception of Site 48, 
which is Grade II* Listed and so of high significance. 

Table 10-9: Built heritage sites within the proposed development area 

Site No. List Entry No. Name Grade 

43 1317881 Ellel Grange Bridge (No. 84) II 
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Table 10-10: Built heritage sites in close proximity to the proposed development area 

Site No. List Entry No. Name Grade 

09 1251452 Lancaster Canal Junction Bridge II 

10 1071758 Top Lock II 

17 1362483 Double Bridge (No. 85) II 

18 1262781 Lancaster Canal Second Lock II 

19 1071757 Second Lock Bridge II 

22 1362527 Third Lock II 

38 1452109 Ellel Grange home farm II 

40 1071800 Redwards II 

42 1317896 Ellel Grange II 

48 1317926 Kings Lee Chapel II* 

49 1071799 Preston Family Mausoleum, Church St. Mary II 

Operational Phase 

Archaeology 

10.5.6 Since it is likely that extensive groundworks will be required during the construction phase it is probable 
that all of the sites of archaeological remains will have been substantially harmed or even lost prior to the 
operational phase. Any further affect at the operational stage is therefore likely to be negligible. 

Built Heritage 

10.5.7 By contrast the one site of built heritage within the proposed development area is more likely to have its 
significance affected during the operational phase due to the significant impact on its setting. The other 11 
sites in close proximity to the proposed development area and potential development area would also see 
an effect on their significance because of the increased impact on their setting. 

10.6. Assessment of Significant Effects 

Construction Phase 

Archaeology 

10.6.1 Given the scale of the proposed development and the likely need to modify existing ground levels during 
the construction phase, any deposits, features, or structures of archaeological interest that might be 
present on site would be likely to suffer a high degree of adverse impact affected; in many cases being 
totally destroyed or removed (Sites 1, 11, 15, 20, 24, 26-29, 31-33, 35-36, 59-65). The site of a possible 
medieval grange at Home Farm (Site 38) is within the potential development area, although the full extent 
of this is not known, and it could extend over a larger area than the extant farm buildings, in which case 
there is the potential for a high degree of adverse impact during the construction phase, but this is difficult 
to ascertain. 
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10.6.2 Given the extensive groundworks that will be associated with the initial construction phase of the proposed 
development it is considered that the over all cumulative impact on any archaeological features that might 
be present, although high at that stage, will be mitigated by the phased programme of work recommended 
below (see Section 5.6). However, some of the larger areas of earthworks will also suffer a low impact due 
to the loss of association with their associated landscape, although this has already been substantially 
damaged by the construction of the canal and the M6. 

Built Heritage 

10.6.3 The one site within the proposed development area relates to the canal (Site 43). While this will 
undoubtedly be retained it will be impacted upon during the construction phase due the presence of plant 
and other vehicles on site potentially causing structural damage and therefore creating a medium or low 
adverse impact. In addition, the 11 other Listed Buildings recorded close to the proposed development site 
the larger study area may also suffer a low impact during the construction phase in similar ways; these too 
are primarily associated with the canal (Sites 09-10, 17-19 and 22). In addition, there is also the potential 
for a similar level of impact on Ellel Grange Home Farm (Site 38), Ellel Grange (Site 42) and its associated 
chapel and mausoleum (Sites 48 and 49). 

Operational Phase 

Archaeology 

10.6.4 Any sites of archaeological interest that remained untouched following the construction phase would have 
the potential to suffer a cumulative impact during the operational phase in two ways: the effect on their 
setting, and the potential for subsequent modifications to the site through new planning applications. Both 
of these have the potential to create a medium to low adverse impact.  

Built Heritage 

10.6.5 The impact on the built heritage sites, including the one directly within the proposed development site area 
and the 11 sites adjoining it, during the operational phase is most likely to be connected to their setting. In 
all cases this will generate a medium to low impact due to the positioning of new structures and access 
routes and associated changes to the local landscape. 

Disturbance 

10.6.6 While the area surrounding the site has clearly seen some disturbance as a result of periods of landscaping 
and development, specifically relating to transport infrastructure, from at least the late 18th century 
onwards, much of the proposed development area is likely to have seen relatively little disturbance. 
However the majority of the land is likely to have been improved and ploughed in the past, with the 
probable exception of the area of wetland adjacent to the canal (Figure 10-1). The area around Home Farm 
itself will, however, have seen some considerable disturbance due to the rebuilding of the farm in the late 
19th century, which will have impacted on any remains relating to the earlier grange (Site 38). Similarly, 
along the eastern edge of the proposed development site the construction of the roundabout associated 
with Junction 33 of the M6 will also probably have caused some disturbance in this area. 

10.6.7 The major area of disturbance, albeit across a narrow section of the site, is represented by the construction 
of the North West Ethylene Pipeline between 1988 and 1993. This is clearly marked in places on the ground 
and visible in the Lidar data and will have destroyed any archaeological remains that it crossed, although 
several of these were subject to archaeological investigation at the time. 
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Potential for Unknown Archaeological Remains 

10.6.8 Details of the archaeological remains present within the study area are presented in the results of the desk-
based assessment. The potential for as yet unidentified archaeological remains to be present, however, is 
based on the known occurrence of such remains in the study area and also in the local environs. Where 
there are no remains known within the study area the potential is based on the known occurrence within 
the wider local area. The degree of potential is examined by period and the results are presented in Table 
10-11 below; in each case the level of potential is expressed as low (L), medium (M), or high (H): 

Table 10-11: Degree of potential for unknown archaeological remains by period 

Period Present in study area? Potential  

Late Upper Palaeolithic N L 

Mesolithic N L 

Neolithic  Y? L 

Bronze Age Y? L 

Iron Age N L 

Roman Y? L/M 

Early Medieval N L 

Medieval Y L/M 

Post-medieval Y H 

10.6.9 In consideration of Table 10-11 it is worth noting that the single prehistoric find potentially indicates the 
possibility Neolithic or Bronze Age remains, although it is difficult to ascertain this from a single find. While 
the presence of medieval remains is less certain, the presence of a grange on the site of the present Home 
Farm seems likely so there is certainly some potential for more remains of that period to be present. By 
contrast, post-medieval remains are present across the area and so more being present are extremely 
likely. The area of wetland adjacent to the canal and the lower areas of probable former wetland to the east 
(Figure 1) are potentially of interest for the preservation of palaeoenvironmental remains but also as such 
areas often attracted settlement in the Mesolithic period (Middleton et al 1995, 202; Hodgkinson et al 
2000, 151-152). 

10.7. Mitigation 

Introduction 

10.7.1 It is clear from the preceding sections that while there are several sites of archaeological interest within the 
proposed development area many of these are post-medieval in date and of limited significance. However, 
there are some substantial areas of evident earthworks and area of greater archaeological potential, 
particularly the site of the original Ellel Grange, at what is now known as Home Farm and a Listed Building 
(Site 38). Elsewhere there are substantial earthwork remains of uncertain date that could be of some 
archaeological interest, primarily those revealed in the lidar data, but this could only be ascertained 
through further archaeological investigation. 
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Construction Phase 

Archaeology 

10.7.2 The extent of the known and unknown remains, while possible to assess to some degree on the basis of the 
available evidence, would be considerably enhanced through further archaeological investigation, initially 
through non-intrusive geophysical survey. The extent to which this could be carried out would be limited in 
some areas because of the local topography, such as the low-lying areas to the west and the area of 
wetland to the east, but it would certainly prove useful in the areas where there are extensive collections of 
earthworks and in the area immediately around the presumed medieval grange at Home Farm (Site 38). In 
addition, suitably detailed topographic survey, carried out before any groundworks take place, would be 
essential to make a record of the various earthworks revealed in the lidar data and site visit, which would 
be destroyed by any development. Following the completion of the geophysical and topographic survey 
areas considered to demonstrate additional archaeological potential should then be subject to further 
investigation in the form of archaeological evaluation. This would determine the extent of any below 
ground archaeological remains that might be present, enable an assessment of their significance, and 
establish the need for any further archaeological excavation. In addition, specific structures that are 
recorded on historic maps (Sites 28, 32 and 36) but have since been demolished could also be subject to 
further archaeological investigation, whether or not they are identified in a geophysical survey. More 
specific mitigation measures for each of the sites listed in Error! Reference source not found. are detailed 
in the Summary of Effects Table. 

10.7.3 There are a number of standing structures of archaeological interest that do not fall under the designated 
built structures detailed below. Those relating to the canal (Sites 2 and 43), do not require any additional 
archaeological investigation. A milestone (Site 33) and memorial (Site 64) should also be suitably recorded 
first if they are to be removed, although in the case of Site 33 its exact whereabouts is uncertain. These 
should also ideally be retained for reinstatement somewhere as close to their original location as possible. 

10.7.4 The completion of suitable mitigation, potentially carried out in several phases, would act to preserve ‘by 
record’ any archaeological remains that would be substantially impacted upon or destroyed by the 
proposed development. The additional archaeological investigation that this would require would also add 
to the wider regional archaeological understanding and have the potential to meet several key areas of the 
agenda and strategy outlined in the Archaeological Research Framework for North West England (Brennand 
2007) although this is currently in the process of being revised. 

Built Heritage 

10.7.5 The standing buildings at Home Farm (Site 38) form a historically interesting group of late 19th century 
buildings forming a designed farm, presumably forming part of the estate of the present Ellel Grange 
mansion (Site 42), and have now been designated as Grade II Listed buildings. If these are to be 
substantially altered as part of any future development then a suitable further record of these would also 
be recommended. Any of built heritage sites likely to be in close proximity to additional traffic due to plant 
and machinery on site during the construction phase might also need additional protection such as fencing 
or road diversions to minimise the risk of structural damage. 
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Operational Phase 

Archaeology 

10.7.6 Since it is likely, as already outlined, that any below-ground archaeological remains would have been 
substantially impacted upon during the construction phase and would have been therefore subject to 
appropriate mitigation. Should any archaeological remains survive the operational phase they can be 
protected in the same way through appropriate design and screening, although this is more appropriate for 
the built heritage sites, as outlined below. Any subsequent planning applications seeking to alter the layout 
of the site that might affect any surviving archaeological remains would also need to be subject to further 
assessment and suitable mitigation measures put in place.   

Built Heritage 

10.7.7 It is likely that mitigation during the operational phase would primarily be required for those sites of built 
heritage affected by the proposals, including both the single Listed Building within the proposed 
development area and the 11 others in close proximity to the site boundary. This will primarily be achieved 
through appropriate design during the construction phase, which will maintain the setting of listing 
buildings and protect views to and from them from public rights of way and nearby roads. Where this 
cannot be readily achieved appropriate screening can be put in place through the positioning of suitable 
planting, to serve during the operational phase. Again, any subsequent planning applications seeking to 
alter the layout of the site that might affect any of the sites of built heritage would also need to be subject 
to further assessment and suitable mitigation measures put in place. 
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